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1. Studies of pion photoproduction off nucleons and nuclei 

are now an extensive branch of the intermediate energy nuclear 

physics. 

The initial step involves knowledge of pion photoproduc

tion on single nucleons, the final step requires understanding 

of the way pions scatter off nuclei. Nuclear transitions between 

initial and final states require knowledge of nuclear structu

re. Each stage is a subject of independent and extensive inves

tieations. A great deal of information is accumulated on each 

stage. When combined together they seem to succeed in describ

ing the pion photoproduction off nuclei. 

How the matter is going on in reality is just the subject 

of the present report. Recently, the problem of neutral pion 

photoproduction l'Lttro.cts much attention. This is due to new and 

precise experimental data which become avuilable botl-' for nuc

leons and nuclei. ~'he data have raised some problems which rill 

be the maj.n topi~ of th,i_q talk. 

2.1. For photon energies to about 400 r,IeV only S - and p

- pionic v;avcs are important, and the dominant multipoles are 

the electric dipole (Eo+) ( S -wave in the U N- syotem) and 

two (r.I
1

+· and M
1
-) mo.gnetic dipoles ( p -vrave in the 'Jt N -sys

tem). 

Several versions of a pion photoprod.uction amplitude are 

elaborated. Among them the most popular are CGLN[1] and BDV/[2] 
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constructed on the dispersive-relations ground. Both the a"'lpli-

tudes describe experimental data for chare;ed pion photoproduc

tion off free proton well enough. 

An alternative way to treat the pion photoproduction amp

litude is based on its expa'1sion in terms of few relevant diag

rams. This rr::ethod developed in Refs. [3,4j proved to be effici

ent especially when dealing with pion photoproduction off nuc

lei·. 

The E
0
+ mul tipole dominates even for 200 J;IeV photon e:J.er

gies in charged pion photoproduction. In the case of neutral 

pion production the !.i1 
contribution to the total cross section 

is equal to that of Eo+ already at 2 tleV a.bove the threshold. 

Neutral pion photoproduction is a very delicate problem. Ef

fects which are small in charged pion photoproduction become 

important here. 

Schematically the amplitude for pion photoproduction in 

terms of multipoles can be written as 

~ N ~ N1r0 : .6. ~::_,01 1 + )+ small nonxesona::t ampli ::u-.:es (M1 + ,:30+). 

2.2. In cont:::'ast \"lith hi.s;h eneJ.'SiE:s of ir.comin,s p!'.otons 

where' models have to be used for the pion photcprod~~tion a~p

litude, at the threshold firm statenents for i~ can je made. 

The Low Energy Theore::~s (LET), namely the Kroll - Rt:..ieY::an c.::::.e 

and PCAC e:;ive 

.,12(4-Z mx) 
2 MN for H-> nJC 

E =~ 
o.,. B"M" 

..J2 (-1.,. .i mx ) 
Z MN > ~r ~n->pn-

[-!& + flp+2 ( m._ n 
MN --r- MN ~r ~p-> P"'o 
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C:ham1el 

n-· ,J(. 
~fl.·.} p:n:-

n~rxo 

1 • The electric dipole (E04) photoproduction amp

litude (in un.i. ts of 1 o-31 I'YlJJ:+) at threshold 

.Experi-
LET [8] BL(PV) I',DW[2] QC M CBM Disp. 

mentE! [ s J [~0] Hel. [11} 

28.3±0.5(5] 27.6 27.9 29.0 ~7.7 29.0 

-31.9±0.5[5} -32.0 -32.1 -33.3 -33.8 -33.1 

-1.s±o.6 U1 -2.4 -2.4 -0.13 -2.7 -0.88 

-o.s~o.J IG1 
-0. 2±0· 1 [7] preliminary 

The nurr.ericul values for E
0
+ multipcl~ arc ~i·;en ir: TaJle i. 

For charged pions the experimental da ~a agree v;ell vr:.... th the 

predictions based both on the LET and other versions of the em-

pli tude. 

The strong disagreement of the new experimental results 

with the prediction based on LET occurs in the case of' :Jt 0 pro

duction. From the total cXoss-section as well as the angular 
P"' distribution it follovis that the absolute value of =.: 0+ is ve-

ry small and much lower than the LET prediction. At the same 

time, the BDW and Lebedev Institute[11] versions of the ampli

tude gi..ve the value close to the new experimental da~a. This 

could indicate. the importance of dispersive corrections to the 

higher order term in the mJt/MN development., 

The numerical values of magnetic multipoles extracted 

from the same experimental data on the enguler distri~ution 

are given in Table 2. The M1+ amplitude at threshold is close 

to that given by EL; the M1_ amplitude is somewhat less in. this 

version of the amplitude. 
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T a b 1 e 2. The magnetic dipole (:li,-+ and L,-) ;nc produc-

tion amplitudes (in uni ta of 10-3 kq / rn£, 
at threshold 

Channel Experiment B L (PV) [3,4] i!>DW [21 BDW+f,W [12) 

H->p:to A-11+ 8.0±0.3[6] 7.8 ).5 4.8 

M1 -2.0±1.5 -4.8 -J.J -1.4 

3.1. Now we start to discuss the problems arising when 

proceeding to the reaction on complex nuclei. 

DWIA is the method extensively used in calculations of the 

( 0 ,3( ) reaction cross-sections for complex nuclei. In this 

method one neglects any dynamical modifications of the elemen

tary operator by the nuclear medium. Full momentum space tech-

niques are clearly preferred despite the difficulties with the 

Coulomb interaction, si!lce the full momentum dependence of the 

basic photopion operator cu.n be included. 

There are several techniques for momentum space calcula

tions. In our group the method based on the Lippmann - Shwinger 

equation is developed. For pion photoproduction amplitude one 

obtains the following expression[1J]: 

on-nucleus interaction in the final state is given by the second 

term through picn-nucleer scatte::::-i:1g ampli ~ude F3Ilt (q ,C{'
0

) sa

tisfying the integral equation 



(2) 

where 

(3) 

The details of the optical potential construction are discussed 

in Refs, [14l and [ 15]. 

Tpe optical potential Uopt contains the so-called first 

order optical potential constructed on the t -matrix of Jt N -

scattering. The second term is added in the optical potential 

to simulate the effects of true absorption and the second order 

optical potential effects 

u.r Cq,q')= u, tl[,q') -t ttl (q,n, 
'U, (q,q 'HA-~) J111 (q')1•lq j < qf \ Hlo) \ i\:) F0 (q- <\') / 2lr, 

tl, (q, <i'l=CA-~ nm lq')\11 (ql (~.+c.r<\) 3·;~~)c!:;(q) G.(qcq)/mJ[ . 

~x,\q)-= CHo.2.2.4 q'r 2
• 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

3.2. The problem of pion photoproduction contains the pion 

elastic scattering as an independent ingredient. Now we shall 

discuss briefly how the experi~ental data on pion scattering 

are described in the framework of our method. The differential 

cross sections of positive pion elastic scattering a~ low pion 

energies taken from Ref.[15] are given in Fig. 1. The microsco

pe first-order optical potential tl1 fails to reproduce the 

data for the differential cross-section (deshed line). The 

term u~ brings the results of the calculations very close to 

the experimental data. 
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14MeV 

. --· 

><10'3 
......... ----- ------

........ 

50 MeV 
10 ot10'' 

----------
·-. 

67.5MeV1 •10-5 

3r:f' 60" 90° 120° 150° 6c.m 

F i g. 1. Differential cross-sections for ,n:+ scattering on 

C 12 calculated with 1!1 (dashed line) and ( U 1 + tA2. ) • The pa

rameter~ of tt4 have been chosen according to Ref. r1s] (solid 

line) and according to mesoatomic data (dash-dotted line). The 

experimental data as quoted in Ref.l15\,the results of the cal

culations - from Ref. (15] • 
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J.J. Accordl.ng to the impulse approximation the plane wave 

part can be expressed through the elementary (on the nucleon) 

-t.Jrr matrix and nuclear transition density r\P:o p/) 

vx;lq,i(~)~ JrCp,p)<q,f'\t;~(w) !~,p>~p dp', csl 

where W is the re~\ction energy and is equal to the full ener

gy of the JC N system in the c.m. frame for the free nucleon 

(9) 

7. 

For the photoproduction off nucleus one needs already to 

know the off- shell behaviour of t :itl • Very often it is given 

by the relation 

( 10) 

where ~l and q c.111. are the pion momenta in the c.m. frame 

which correspond to the total energy 2: and W respectively, 

and 

( 11 ) 

Using the extrapola~ion given by (10) we get a new free 

parameter. l (qc) • It is not clear yet hov1 t.r.is parameter is 

coupled to the pion-nuclear energy. There are different pres

criptions for fixing ~ 

(12) 

( 1)) 

( 14) 
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A laree effect in the cross section arisen due to this am

biguous situation when i £ is strongly energy dependent. This 

is a cb.se for the M1+ multipole in the resonance region. 

Different possibilities of choosing ~ have been investi

gated for the pion elastic scattering (Ref.!171 ) and for ( o, 
~) reaction (Ref. [16) ). The best agreement with experimental 

data has been ac~eved when 

(15) 

(the so-called half-of-shell extrapolation). To illustrate the 

situation in l•'ig. 2 the differential cross-section for 12c is 

given at E,- = 290 MeV. In this region the .6. -resonance 

term dominates in the amplitude. So no ambiguity arises. 

"c ( !.'~") 
k, =290MeV iF i g. 2. Angular distri

'bution for the coherent 
12c(},::r,0

) reaction at 

~B•290 MeV. DWIA calcula

tions£16) have been done 

with the BD amplitude[2oJ 

and different reaction ener~ 

gy, experimental data -

from Ref.[21). 

In the relativistic potential theory ~ is considered as 

eigenvalue of the relativistic Hamiltonian for the free JCN 

system. With such a defin:l tion of ~ we have no need to intra-
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ate) F · hi t th duce the formfactor ~~N •. urther, ~n t s case one ge s e 
most simple relation between t -matrix in an arbitrary frnme 

with the elementary amplitude in the ~N c.m. frame (the so

called half-off-shell corinection) [181 : 

(q,p'\t\w)\k,f)•-2.jtS(iitP~f.-p)J Elt ~~~: !'N' <~ \.f-, 1\tz)\"t>, (15) 

Here, the pion and photon momenta 9 and r .. ~, 
a.m. frame) are coupled Hi th momenta q , p 
the Lorentz transformations. 

(in the 

and 1( 
JlN 

¥ by 

Due to a strong energy dependence of the multipoles in the 

L\~3 - region, the correct inclusion of the Fermi-motion of 

nucleons becomes of great importance. This motion has been 

taken into account by the factorization approximation: the nuc

leonic. momenta in the elementary t -matrix are substituted by 

their effective values according to 

( 16a) 

and .. 
.. , a A-1 ,. ... 
p~- j;+ --v:- (~ -q) ( 16b) 

The corresponding DWIA method is usually called the "local DWI/1.11 

In general, this approximation VJorks well enough[19] • 

4. We have discussed all ingredients of the theory and in 

some cases have checked them by comparing vti th experimental da

ta. Non we will apply the full theory to coherent :tt0 photopro-

duction. 

4.1. In the threshold region the tota.J. coherent cross-sec

tion is measured for four nuclei with li = 0, namely 4He, 12c, 
4°ca and 208Pb. Three of them have an equal number of protons 
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and neutr·ons. In this case the coherent process singles out the 

isoscular spin-independent part from the fUll arnpli tude: 

Only magnetic mul tipoles contribute to this part of the amplitude. 

-The overall agreement between theory and experiment is 

quite good, Figo ). Let us now discuss the effects of different 

ingredients of the calculations having 12c as an example• So

me results are given in Table ): 

i) final state interactio~ increases the cross-section by 

about 15% as compared with PWIA. Our present result in PWIA 

slightly differs from that given in Ref.[23]due to some modifi

cation of the amplitude: here, the unitar~zed version of Bas-

ted- Laget's amplitude with the momentwn dependent width of 

the A -isobar is uned. This enhancement takes plaCe for all 

the nuclei up to El" = 200 l'.ieV; 

ii) at two energies of incoming photons we ho.ve switched 

off the U1 term in the optical potential and the cr::-ss-sectior::. 

became larger exceeding the experimental one signifi.c:e.:-:.tly. 

The coherent :Jt0 photoproduction seems to be a 6ood instru

ment to get information on a neutral pion ir:teractic:-..s ·Nith 

nuclei. Th:is information is important for the theory of pion

nucleon scattering as well as for mar_.y others, Jt0 _J:.::'oC.uction 

in heavy ion collisions for example. 

l'!ow we shall discuss the co:r.tribution of dif:;:.reat dia

grams to the coherent process, again having 12c as a~ example. 

( r~~= ) 
Fixing the energy of incoming photons t:u 160 1IeY e.:1d the 

e('.ll'l. 0 

angle of outgoing pions ( lt ... 60 ), we get the reS"".llts given 

in Table 4 (for notation see Ref. I231 ) where 
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Fig. 3. The total coherent crof~ se~tion in ~88 threshold region; a)- 4ae, exp~rimental 
data- from Ref.[22], ~. c~ ~- C, 40ca and Pb, experimental data- from Ref,[7]. 
DWIA calculations are based on the BL[4]amplitude; u2 term is taken into account; two ver
sions of the reaction energies are given. 



The version D differs from the version C having rb-#: Cons1: 

i+'l 
and e "1: II . We want to note that .6 -terms are no.:::":nalized 

to the ch~rged pion mass in contrast with Red. {231 where the neu-

tral pion mass was used. 

4.2. The angular distribution of outgoir.g pions is more 

sensitive to different versions of ingredients of the theory. 

In the case of 4°ca the final state interaction changes 

the fo~m of the curve in region of large aneles. 

T a b 1 e 

= 
E Il:ieV 

T• 

138 

142 

150 

160 

175 

T a b l e 

' c 

D 

3· 

4· 

Comparison of PWIA and DWIAcalculations(inJAb) 

of coherent 3t0 -production on 12 c. '.Cwo versi

ons of the reaction energy are given. The to

tal cross sections calculated for -U..2. = o arc 

given in brackets 

PWIA 1lwU\<" w,) l>WIA(i•Wlc) 

2.90 3.34 3.60 

13.4 16.8 18.2 

45.4 58.8 61. 1 

98.2 125(155) 133(199) 

194 230(279) 257 ()58) 

Numerical values for different components of 

the BL ampl.i tude (in fm)); [~LA& : 160 hleV, 

e<.>,rn. = 60° 
Jt 

' ~ 
t""'" • ~0 ~.,..~ Jm -\.~ t~) 

5.92 -0.256 -0.114 -0.119 

5.92 -0.305 -0.228 -0. 119 
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For lighter nuclei ( 12c) the final state i~terection does 

not change a shape of the curve in the same energy region, in

creasing only the absolute value. Different choice of the reac

tion energy changes the absolute value of the differential 

cross sections too ; and the effect becomes larger the larger 

the energy of incoming photons. 

agreement takes place (see Fig.4). 

At small angles some dis-

1--
I , ... .J--1-

1
-t-~,~1'" 160Mev 

1o II !I / -r 
! --- . • 

50 100 

F i g. ~ • Angular distribution for the 

reaction at different photon energies. Dashed-line - the PWIA 

calculation, the rest - the DWIA one with the following choice 

of the reaction energy; t = W~ - dash-dot ten line, t-== Wf 

solid line. Experimental data- from Ref.£7) • Bested - taget's 

amplitude is used. 

5. Closing the discussion one can conclude that ·. 

- For th.e neutral pion photoproductio:1 at tl:e th:-eshold 

the experimental data contradict the LE~ predic~ion. In some 
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versions of the t:.mplitude the dispersive corrections e.~'c tukcn 

into account. Th€ir extrapolation to the threshold region c;ive.s 

the result close to the recent experimental dhta. So c:Lc r;·eed.s 

more detu.iled theoretical exn.m.inution of this resion. 

- The coherent pion pnotoproduc~:ion ol":c~ uou·oJ..e ;11agic nuc

lei at the threshold is described well enough. Some ingredj.ents 

of the theory have Oeen checked in n11 independent wuy. Eavine; 

no free parameters theory suceeds to describe quantitatively 

both the total cross-section and the angular distribution. So 

some self-con~istent description of the reaction has been ~chi

eved. 

- At the th.reshold, in coherent X" production l, -term 

playes an important role,too.So one has a possibility of studying 

the low-energy ~ behaviour in nuclei. 

The 6. resonance region cen also be explained by the 

theory having the same ingredients. 
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